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ABSTRACT
Numerical Approximations of Phase Field Equations with Physics Informed Neural
Networks
by
Colby L. Wight, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2020

Major Professor: Jia Zhao, Ph.D.
Department: Mathematics and Statistics
Designing numerical algorithms for solving partial differential equations (PDEs) is one
of the major research branches in applied and computational mathematics. Recently there
has been some seminal work on solving PDEs using the deep neural networks. In particular,
the Physics Informed Neural Network (PINN) has been shown to be effective in solving some
classical partial differential equations. However, we find that this method is not sufficient
in solving all types of equations and falls short in solving phase-field equations. In this
thesis, we propose various techniques that add to the power of these networks. Mainly,
we propose to embrace the adaptive idea in both space and time and introduce various
sampling strategies to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the PINN. The improved
PINN can solve a broader set of PDEs, and in particular, the phase-field equations. The
improved PINN sheds light on numerical approximations of other PDEs in general.
(34 pages)
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CHAPTER 1
RESEARCH BACKGROUND
This major goal of this thesis is to investigate strategies to improve the capabilities of
deep neural networks on solving differential equations. In this section, We will give a brief
introduction of several concepts and research background.

1.1

Differential equations
A differential equation (DE) is an equation that relates the derivatives of a (scalar)

function depending on one or more variables. A differential equation is called partial differential equation (PDE) if it depends on more than one variable [12]. A “solution” to a
PDE is a function of the independent variables that satisfy the equation at every point
in the domain of definition. An example is the heat equation, ut = uxx , on the domain
D ⊂ R2 . The function u(t, x) = t + 12 x2 is a solution in this case. This type of solution
is called an analytic solution. In this case there can be many solutions to this equation.
Initial conditions and boundary conditions can be defined to restrict the possible solutions
of a PDE.

1.2

Artificial neural networks
The artificial neural network is named after the fundamental unit of computation inside

the mammalian brain [9]. Many neurons inside the brain work together to carry out complex
tasks. Similarly, an artificial neural network is composed of multiple connected neurons that
work to solve complex tasks.
A single neuron in a neural network can take input from multiple neurons (or nodes).
Each input has a parameter called a weight associated with it. There is also typically a
bias term that doesn’t have an input associated with it. The neuron receives the sum of
these inputs multiplied by their weights and bias multiplied by 1. This weighted sum then
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goes through an activation function that gives the final output for this neuron. In the
brain, a neuron usually doesn’t fire unless the total of its input reaches a certain threshold.
The output is either on or off. In the field of deep learning, continuous functions are more
commonly used [11]. The sigmoid function can be used as a smoother version of the step
function. There are benefits in using differentiable functions like this to help in ”learning”
good weights. Other useful activation functions used in deep learning include relu, tanh,
and leaky relu [17].
A typical feedforward, fully connected artificial neural network has input going to and
from multiple neurons. The input to the network makes up the input layer. The value
of each input get propagated to the first hidden layer. The output of each neuron in this
hidden layer then becomes the input to other neurons in the next hidden layer. See the
Figure 1.1 for a visual representation of a simple architecture.
Input

Hidden

Output

layer

layer

layer

Input #1
Input #2
Output
Input #3
Input #4

Fig. 1.1: A diagram of a neural network with an input layer (with 4 inputs), a hidden layer,
and an output layer (with 1 output). Each input gets sent to each neuron in the hidden
layer. The arrows between the neurons all have a weight associated with them. The bias
for each hidden neuron and output neuron are not shown.

Essentially neural networks are non-linear mappings with many parameters. Due to
the large number of parameters they are referred to as a ”black-box” [4]. The parameters
can be ’learned’ by optimizing the loss function. For a supervised learning, the loss function
compares the networks output with the known output, and tries to tune the parameters
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to minimize this loss. Typically a gradient based optimization scheme is applied. The
backpropagation algorithm is an efficient way of find the gradient of this highly dimensional
loss function [6]. Stochastic gradient descent is a popular method which uses smaller subsets
of the training data called batches for each step to achieve better results [2].
Training a network refers to using one of these optimization methods to change or
tune the weights in the network so that the network performs better at the task. The loss
function is used as the objective function.

1.3

Solving differential equations with deep neural networks
There are various studies that deal with problems pertaining to data-driven modeling.

Some of these methods use data to find the differential equations themselves in order to
model real world phenomenon [3,15]. In the past few years, there has been intensive research
on understanding how deep neural networks can be adopted to solve and discover differential
equations, though some early seminal work can be traced back to [5, 13].
In particular, Raissi et al. propose the Physics Informed Neural Networks (PINNs)
to aid in both the solution of differential equations as well as their discovery [13, 14]. The
PINNs were shown to solve Burgers’ equation and the Schrodinger equation with certain
initial conditions accurately. Since this initial discovery, work has been done to further
develop the PINNs. Some focus has been on convergence of the PINNs [7,16]. Misyris et al.
showed the ability PINNs in solving power systems faster than conventional methods [10].
Though the PINN has been widely appreciated in the community, we found a direct
application of the PINN on solving the phase field equations (such as the Allen-Cahn equations and Cahn-Hilliard equations) can’t find the solutions accurately. We also observe that
the solutions of phase field equations in some parts of the domain might be harder to learn
than others, as the solutions usually have a sharp transient layer. These difficult areas
could even change over the course of learning the solution. The original method with fixed
training data points, though randomly chosen across the domain, won’t work any more.
This motivates us to investigate strategies to improve the accuracy and efficiency of PINNs
on solving phase field equations.

CHAPTER 2
NUMERICAL METHODS
In this section, we will give a brief review of the physics informed neural network
(PINN). Then, we propose several strategies to improve the accuracy and approximating
capability of the PINN.
Along with simple strategies for improving performance in general, our major contribution is adopting the concepts of adaptivity in numerical PDEs for training the deep neural
network. Mainly, instead of randomly picking data points at the beginning of training and
fixing them, we find it useful to resample the data points throughout the training process. This idea is akin to those of more classical adaptive methods for solving differential
equations such as adaptive mesh refinement [1]. We explore the benefits of both adaptive
sampling in space and time.

2.1

Physics informed neural networks
In [13, 14], the authors dealt with differential equations of the form:

ut + N [u; λ] = 0,

where the solution to the equation is some function u(x, t). ut denotes the partial derivative
of u with respect to t and N [u; λ] is the nonlinear part of the differential equation parameterized by λ. A neural network, acting as a surrogate of the solution u(t, x), is used to
approximate the solution across the problem domain. This network is a multilayer perceptron that has two inputs and one output. The inputs are time t and spatial location in one
dimension x. The output is the approximate value for the solution u at that x and t point
in the domain. This is the u-network and can be trained in the supervised learning sense by
passing in points across the domain of the problem where the solution is know along with
the initial condition.
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In addition, a f -network is also defined:

f := ut + N [u; λ].

Using automatic differentiation of the network u the appropriate derivatives can be taken
to form f (t, x), which shares the same weights and biases as the u-network. Any x and t
point chosen from the domain of the equation that is passed into the f-network will ideally
have an output of 0. This means we don’t need to know the value of the solution to pass
points into this network for training. The points passed into this function when training
the neural network are called collocation points. Finally, the loss function used to train
the shared weights of the u and f -network is made using the mean squared error of their
outputs.
To better elucidate the idea, we use the Burgers equations as an example, which is
given as below.
ut + uux − (0.01/π)uxx = 0,

x ∈ [−1, 1],

t ∈ [0, 1],

u(0, x) = −sin(πx),

(2.1)

u(t, −1) = u(t, 1) = 0.
For instance, we can propose the architecture for the u-network has 2 input neurons, 20
neurons in each of 8 hidden layers, and 1 neuron in the final output layer. The hyperbolic
tangent function can be used as the activation function in all of the layers. The f -network
is then created by taking the appropriate partial derivatives of the u-network and adding
them together with the parameters to mirror the left hand side of the equation.
The loss function for this problem is the mean squared error of the u-network plus the
mean squared error of the f -network. The combined mean squared error looks like this:

M SE = M SEu + M SEf ,

(2.2)
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where M SEu , and M SEf are defined as

M SEu =

Nu
1 X
|u(tiu , xiu ) − ui |2 ,
Nu

M SEf =

i=1

Nf
1 X
|f (tif , xif )|2 .
Nf

(2.3)

i=1

Here tiu and xiu are the initial condition points that are the inputs to the u-network and ui
is the actual value of u at those points obtained by evaluating the initial condition. tif and
xif are the collocation points passed into the f-network. We see that an output of zero for
the f-network results in an error of zero. Nu and Nf are the number of initial training data
and number of collocation points respectively.
For this trial 100 randomly selected initial points are used and 10,000 collocation points
are selected using a Latin hypercube sampling (lhs) strategy across the domain of the
problem. The network is trained using the L-BFGS-B optimizer with default settings. In
later problem Adam optimizer will be used as well.
A prediction method gives the output of the trained network for both the u-network
and the f -network for any input. Recall the u-network gives the approximated value of the
solution to the differential equation, and the f-network gives the approximated value of the
left hand side of the equation at the given point which should ideally be zero. To test the
accuracy of the solution, the actual solution is obtained using MATLAB where the value
of the solution is obtained at points on a fine grid across the domain. The accuracy of the
trained model is assessed by taking the relative l2 -norm of the difference between the actual
value at those points and the u-network output at those points.

2.2

Some strategies to improve the physics informed neural networks
In the rest of this section, we introduce some strategies to improve the approximation

power of the PINN.

2.2.1

Adding weights in the loss function

One simple technique to improve the accuracy of learnt solutions from the PINN approach is to add weights in the loss function. For example, the Allen-Cahn equation as
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with other reactive diffusion equations can only be solved in the forward time direction. In
other words, if we do not know the solution of an equation at time t1 well, there is little
hope of learning the solution at a latter time t2 (with t2 > t1 ). In order to put an emphasis
on the importance of first solving the solution near t = 0 we put more weight on the part
of the loss function that enforces the initial condition by multiplying it by a big positive
constant, saying 100 for our trial. We use the same setting as in the benchmark trial for
solving Allen-Cahn and changed the loss function as follows:

M SE = 100 ∗ M SEu + M SEf + M SEb .

2.2.2

(2.4)

Adaptive sampling in space

The goal of this method is to choose collocation points across the domain, where they
are needed most. Instead of only sampling points evenly across the domain we periodically stop training and re-evaluate where points are needed most. We notice there was
correlation between the area that had a larger error in the u-network (the solution) and
the points that had large error in the f -network. If we intermittently stop training and
evaluated the f-network using test points, we can see where the error is highest and choose
more collocation points from that area and then resume training of the network with these
updated collocation points. In order to do this, we first train the network using the randomly selected points across the domain. We then choose a different set of sample test
points across the domain using the same Latin hypercube sampling technique and pick a
portion of the points that give the highest error in predicting f. We add this set of points
to the set of random collocation points and train the network again. We do this as to not
lose the accuracy of the solution across the entire domain and to focus more points to learn
the trickier parts better. This process can be iterated as many times as necessary adding a
different set of sampled collocation points to the original set and training again. See Figure
2.1 for a diagram of this process.
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Fig. 2.1: This is what the collocation points for one iteration of re-sampled training might
look like for a problem with domain x ∈ [−1, 1] and t ∈ [0, 1]. The blue points show the set
of randomly sampled collocation points using Latin hypercube sampling. Training on these
points keeps the solution of the equation accurate across the whole domain. The red points
show an example of a set of re-sampled collocation points sampled after evaluating the fprediction network for the highest areas of error. These points help the solution to be more
accurate in areas of higher difficulty. The combined set of points are the collocation points
used to train the network. The network can repeat this process for multiple re-sampling
iterations. The blue points will stay the same but the red points may change to focus on
other parts of the domain that are not being learned well.

We first develop this approach while testing it on Burgers’ equation. Here we are able
to test the algorithm quickly on this simpler equation. It took some tries before we were
able to match the accuracy obtained by the base PINN. We had to play around with the
re-sampling strategy we used to evaluate the f-network such as: the number of points to
test, the number of points of highest error to select, and the best way to choose the test
points. We found what worked well was to use the LHS with the same number of original
collocation points and then to take 10 to 20 percent of those points to add to the original.
For Burgers’ equation we first train the network on the original 2,000 collocation points
alone. We then generate another 2,000 points across the domain to act as test points. We
test these points using the f-predict function and find the top 200 points where the error
was the highest. We add these 200 points back to the original 2,000 collocation points and
train again. For each re-sampling iteration we do the same thing by finding the points
of highest error and adding those to the original collocation points. There will be 2,200
collocation points for each re-sampling iteration. For the optimization scheme, we train the
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network using the Adam optimizer for up to 20,000 iterations, and then the same L-BFGS-B
optimizer after that.

2.2.3

Mini-batching strategy to improve convergence

Mini-batching is a technique that has been used in deep learning to improve performance. Instead of using the entire data set to calculate the exact direction of the gradient,
a subset of the data, called a batch or mini-batch, is used to evaluate the direction. The
direction of the gradient for each batch may not be in the direction, but it has actually been
shown to help avoid less desirable local minimum better than full-batch gradient descent [8].
We employ a mini-batching approach to the Allen-Cahn equation to see if we can get
improved convergence.

2.2.4

Adaptive strategies in time

When the difficulty of the PDEs to be solved is increased further, even the PINN with
adaptive sampling in space fails to converge to the actual solution. The focus here is to
introduce adaptivity in time and space together. Mainly we introduce two approaches. The
first time-adaptive approach is similar to the space adaptive method in that collocation
points in time are strategically chosen to improve learning. The second time-adaptive
method takes a different approach where we actually create separate networks on smaller
(subsequent) time domains of fixed or adaptive length.

Time-adaptive approach I: adaptive sampling in time
At each time step of this approach, we require the data points, (initial, boundary,
and general collocation both original and re-sampled) to come from within a specified time
interval. For instance, if we are approximating the solution in the time domain [0 1], we
start with small time intervals [0 t1 ], t1 > 0, where t1 is close to zero such as t1 = 0.1. Then
we gradually increase the span, i.e., [0 ti ], i = 1, 2, · · · , N , with 0 < t1 < t2 < · · · < tN = 1,
when each time span is learned well until the solution is learned well on the whole domain.
This idea is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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The first implementation allows the user to designate a list of time steps. For each
time step collocation points will be sampled from only this restricted domain. Adaptive
space sampling is used with the time restriction to improve learning. The network is then
trained for each time interval using adaptive sampling in space. At each new iteration for
the time step, the f-predicted error on that time domain is calculated. It was observed that
for the Allen-Cahn equation this error stops improving when the network has learned the
solution well on that time domain with a two norm of 9e−5. Once the error is smaller than
this, we move on to the next time step and re-sample the original collocations from the
new extended domain. This is repeated at each time step until the whole domain is being
trained on.

Fig. 2.2: This figure illustrates the concept behind adaptive time sampling method 1. For
this problem the time domain is from 0 to 1. The first time step only allows data points to
be taken between t ∈ [0, 0.1]. Once the f-predicted error on the interval is sufficiently small,
collocation points are then chosen on the larger [0, 0.2] time interval including adaptive
space sampling. collocation points are still chosen from the earlier time domains to keep
what has been learned there learned well. This is continued until the time interval is as
large as the domain for the entire problem. Note this is all done on one PINN (in the next
time method, multiple networks are created for each time interval.

We first test this method on the most difficult Allen-Cahn equation with a γ2 parameter
of 5 to compare the results with adaptive sampling in space alone.
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Time-adaptive approach II: adaptive time marching strategy
In the second time-adaptive approach, we propose to split up the domain of interest
into smaller problems. Notice that in the first time-adaptive approach, we only have a single
network that focuses the collocation points adaptively in time. In the second approach, we
actually create separate networks for each time step (interval). For example, if our domain
of interest is [0 1], we train one network to learn the solution on the interval from [0, 0.1].
Once the solution is learned well on this time interval, we train another network on the
interval [0.1, 0.2]. A caveat here is we cannot use the initial condition for the later network
as the given initial value is only valid for t = 0. We can use the solution from the previous
time step’s network for when t = 0.1 as the initial condition for the this time partition. We
continue doing this until we have covered the whole time domain of the original problem.
The individual networks can be combined to obtain solution at any point in the domain of
the original problem. The idea is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Fixed interval length. We started by testing this on the most difficult parameters
for the Allen-Cahn equation where γ2 = 5. This implementation uses fixed time interval
lengths. We first wrote an algorithm that split the time domain into 10 evenly sized time
partitions and train a network to learn each section. We created a network for each time
interval where the time interval was of length 0.1. For each time interval we use the
similar spatial re-sampling method where we do an initial training with the L-BFGS-B,
and Adam optimizers with spatial re-sampling. Adam optimizer and L-BFGS-B optimizer
max iterations were both set to 6000 with 4 re-sampling in space iterations per time interval.
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Fig. 2.3: This figure illustrates the concept behind adaptive time-marching strategy. Here
individual networks are trained for each time step. Network 2 shares the same initial time
as the last time in Network 1. Once Network 1 has been learned well its values at t = 0.1
can be used as the initial condition for Network 2. The solution for each individual network
can be combined at the end into one continuous solution that covers the entire domain of
the problem. Each network has the same time length, but can be bigger or smaller for parts
of the domain that are easier or harder to learn.

Adaptive interval length. Instead of requiring the length of the time intervals to be
set before hand, we allow for them to change as needed during the learning process. This
should allow for more difficult intervals to be focused on using smaller intervals and less
difficult intervals to be trained faster. A max interval length of 0.1 is chosen, but now we
allow for the interval to become smaller by cutting it in half. We use the value of the loss
function to evaluate whether or not the solution has been learned well. If the loss function
is sufficiently small after training on the time partition then we move on to the next time
interval using an interval length of 0.1 and repeat the process. We test this on the AllenCahn equation. We also try different max interval lengths to compare the accuracy and the
loss function relationship.

CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will provide several numerical tests on solving the Allen-Cahn equation and the Cahn-Hilliard equation with the improved the PINN.

3.1

Solving the Allen-Cahn equation
We first tested the Allen-Cahn equation as follows:
ut − 0.0001uxx + 5u3 − 5u = 0,

x ∈ [−1, 1],

t ∈ [0, 1],

u(0, x) = x2 cos(πx),
(3.1)
u(t, −1) = u(t, 1),
ux (t, −1) = ux (t, 1).
Note that the original PINN paper did not test the solution of this equation using
the same continuous technique as above, but we will use it as a baseline. The general
set-up for this network architecture is the same as in Burgers’ with the same number of
neurons and same tanh activation function. However, the loss function must be changed
to accommodate a different equation. We still have the same u-network and that portion
of the loss function. We still have the f-network potion as well but now we formulate the
terms to match the left hand side of this new equation. In contrast with Burgers’ equation,
we also add the different periodic boundary condition constraints to the loss function. The
new loss function becomes:

M SE = M SEu + M SEf + M SEb ,

(3.2)
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Where M SEu and M SEf are the same as before and

M SEb =

Nb
1 X
|u(tb , xu ) − u(tb , xl )| + |ux (tb , xu ) − ux (tb , xl )|.
Nb

(3.3)

i=1

Here Nb is the number of collocation points used on the boundary, tb are the time values
for those points, xu is the upper bound for x, xl is the lower bound. For this problem we
have xu = 1 and xl = −1 from our domain. We see that both the expressions inside the
absolute values are ideally zero if they follow the boundary conditions set by the equation.
For this trial we will again use 10,000 collocation points, 100 initial points, and now 100
boundary points. We will change the optimization procedure a little and use the method
Raissi used for solving Schrodinger where the Adam optimizer is first used and then the
L-BFGS-B optimizer.
Using the baseline approach outlined in Section 3.1, we are not able to solve the AllenCahn equation. The relative l2 error is 0.99 or almost one. Looking at Figure 3.1, we see
that the predicted solution at different time steps is not close to the actual solution.
The weighted loss function preforms slightly better with an error of 0.52, but the
algorithm still fails to converge as seen in Figure 3.2. The network learns the solution
better at points near the initial condition and near the boundary points, but the curves
are not learned well in the middle of the domain where the collocation points are sampled
randomly.
With adaptive sampling in space we obtain a much better solution. This performs
10 re-sampling iterations. For this case, after about 6 re-sampling iterations the solution
does not improve as much. As seen in Figure 3.4, while the solution is much better, at the
latter time steps the solution doesn’t quite match the real solution. The error is improved
from the others at 2.33e-02. See Table 3.1 for a table of other errors. It is important to
highlight also that this improved accuracy was obtained with a fraction of the collocation
points that the non-adaptive tests used. The adaptive test used only 2,000 collocation
points while the others were tested with their typical 10,000. Note that this same iteration
scheme was tried without adding re-sampled points and the solution does not converge as
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Fig. 3.1: Original AC equation as solved using the base PINN method. Here we use a
network with 10,000 collocation points. The four plots on the bottom of the predicted
solution vs the actual solution at different times. The predicted solution fails to model the
solution well.
expected. The mini-batching trial with a mini-batch size of 32 performs almost as well as
space sampling. Notice how for both these solutions the points near t = 1 and x = 0 are
not exactly matching the actual solution. By using time sampling method 2, this is fixed
completely where both end up matching.
Allen-Cahn

Original

Weighted Loss

Mini-batching

Space Sampling

L2

9.90e-1

5.22e-1

3.25e-2

2.33e-2

Relative L1

9.90e-1

3.25e-1

8.80e-3

6.20e-3

Infinity-norm

9.96e-1

1.37

3.37e-1

2.64e-1

Relative

Table 3.1: The comparison of errors in the solution of the Allen-Cahn equation using the
baseline approach vs the weighting the loss function and finally using adaptive sampling in
space. This method produces the best results.

Next, we changed the initial condition for the Allen-Cahn equation and use various
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Fig. 3.2: AC weighted loss function. Here we are still using the base approach without
changing the collocation point, but we use a weighted loss function. We put more weight
on the initial condition vs the collocation and boundary conditions. The results in a slight
improvement especially at times near t=0. The solution still fails to converge well.

Fig. 3.3: AC with mini-batching helps improve the solution more than weighting alone.
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Fig. 3.4: AC weighted loss function with adaptive sampling in space. This implementation
solves the equations much better than the base method. The focusing of collocation points
in the areas of highest difficulty have allowed the network to learn the solution function.
values for the parameters to see how the methods work on different problems. In the
following series of tests we use the following form of the equation:

ut − γ1 uxx + γ2 u3 − γ2 u = 0,

x ∈ [−1, 1],

t ∈ [0, 1],

u(0, x) = x2 sin(2πx),
(3.4)
u(t, −1) = u(t, 1),
ux (t, −1) = ux (t, 1).
This equation is different from the one previously tested in the initial condition and
that the gamma parameters are not set and the initial condition has nearly double the
periodicity. Instead of testing one set of parameters we will vary them, in particular γ2 , to
see how our method works on parameters of increasing difficulty. We will keep γ1 set to
0.0001 as in the previous problem.
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We tested the adaptive re-sampling method using parameters γ2 = 1, 2, 3, 4. We observed graphically that for smaller values of γ2 such as 1, and 2 the proposed method
converges in a reasonable number of re-sampling iterations. However, for γ2 = 3 the approximated solution does not seem to converge within a reasonable number of re-sampling
iterations. As seen in Figure 3.5, the inner sharp curves cannot be learned well. Note that
this happens in fairly early time steps, before t = .35 and the error gets propagated and
enlarged later on at time t = 1. It could be that a certain combination of the number of
original collocation points with a number of re-sampled collocation points would help this
solution to converge, we did not find one. This issue gets even worse for γ2 = 4. The
solution is unable to learn the larger curves in this case. See Figure 3.6. A summary of
the errors with various γ2 is shown in Table 3.2, which confirms that the difficulty of the
equation does make the network perform worse.

Fig. 3.5: Solution results of the AC (γ2 = 3). For this value of gamma we see that the
solution is not learned all the way even with adaptive sampling.
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Fig. 3.6: AC with γ2 = 4 with adaptive space re-sampling. The network does even worse
at predicting the solution with this higher parameter.

γ2 value

relative l2 error

1.0

2.11e-2

2.0

4.40e-2

3.0

3.20e-1

4.0

5.14e-1

Table 3.2: Results for the comparison of the second Allen-Cahn Equation. As the γ2
parameter increases the network performs worse.

Finally, we see the results for the trial using adaptive in time sampling method 1. Using
this approach the solution for the more difficult problem with γ2 = 4 can be learned much
better with a relative l2 error of 0.04. See Figure 3.7. The solution approximated by the
network follows the actual solution well across the domain. As has been observed in other
tests, the sharp curve when time is close to 1 is not learned perfectly. With time sampling
method 2 we actually observe that difference to be smaller. For the time sampling method
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2 on Allen-Cahn we saw that at times near t = 1 the solution is learned better than it was
in the past.

Fig. 3.7: Solution results of the AC (γ2 = 4) solved with adaptive time and space. Previously
this equation could not be solved using only adaptive in space re-sampling. With fixed time
steps of length .1 this approach focuses on earlier times and then keeps expanding the
interval to encompass the whole domain.

3.2

Solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation
Next we move onto the more difficult Cahn-Hilliard Equation:

ut − D(u3 − u − γuxx )xx = 0,

x ∈ [−1, 1],

t ∈ [0, 1],

u(0, x) = −cos(2πx),
(3.5)
u(t, −1) = u(t, 1),
ux (t, −1) = ux (t, 1).
This is a phase field equation like the Allen-Cahn equation, but it has a higher order.
For the following trials we use this equation with parameters D = 0.01 and γ = 0.0001 We
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Fig. 3.8: Solution of the Cahn-Hillard equation solution using space sampling alone. Parameters: D = 0.01 and γ = 0.0001. Space sampling alone is not enough to achieve convergence
even after many re-sampling iterations.
test the same adaptive time method here as with Allen-Cahn with the regular adjustments
to the f-network. We also introduce an intermediate variable in the creation of the f-network
and adapt the loss function accordingly. This helps in reducing the need to take the highest
order derivatives and speeds up computation and accuracy.
This equation was tested using space sampling and time sampling. We see in the space
sampling trial the solution does not converge. Even at times near t = 0 the error begins
and continues throughout the entire domain. When we use time sampling we will see the
difference it makes. It is able to learn the solution well near the t = 0, and by gradually
allowing collocation points to be sampled at later times it maintains this accuracy across
the whole domain.
Finally, we show the results for the trials run on the most difficult to learn of the
equations thus far. Only methods that involve adaptive sampling in space and time are
able to solve this equation well. The first trial used the Time Sampling Method 1 on the
Cahn-Hilliard equation we obtain our best error rate yet of 9.51e-3. See Figure 3.9.
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Fig. 3.9: Solution of the Cahn-Hillard with an l2 relative error of 9.51e-3. The previous
adaptive sampling in space method was unable to solve this equation, but with the addition
of adaptive time sampling the best error rate yet is achieved on the most difficult problem.
The adaptive length interval did give better results on Cahn-Hilliard, but we noticed
that with more individual time steps, the initial condition for the subsequent time step
network is slightly off. With more networks up to a certain point we saw decrease accuracy.
At this point it is important to point out that as the complexity of the differential
equation increases, so does the complexity of the PINN. The training times went from
minutes to train on burgers equation to a few hours on average for training Allen-Cahn
to multiple hours with Cahn-Hilliard. This shows the importance of focusing on efficient
algorithms all the more important.

CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
In this thesis, we have introduced several strategies to improve the approximating
capability of the Physics Informed Neural Networks (PINNs). And we have used to improved
PINN to solve the phase field equations of increased complexity. Even though we focused
on the problem of solving phase field equations, these techniques could prove useful in
solving other difficult classes of partial differential equations as well. We have seen how
adapting mathematical techniques and principles used on more classical methods can help
us find useful approaches for PINNs as well. The best performance is obtained by using a
combination of all of the techniques presented. More simple methods such as mini-batching,
and adding weights in loss function are relevant, especially when they are combined with
more powerful adaptive sampling methods.
Space sampling opened the door to other ideas of adaptive sampling. Space sampling
uses the f -network predictions to pinpoint areas to focus data points on. Time sampling
uses knowledge of differential equations to chose areas to focus on. We saw how both
the value of the loss function and the values of the f -network predictions could help in
determining if a network has learned a solution well. Using this information can help the
network in making a decision such as whether to use more collocation points or whether
focus on a smaller time domain.
We also saw merit in both of the time sampling methods. Time sampling method 1
proved better than just space sampling alone. Time sampling method 2 took a different
approach that has the potential for even higher accuracy and learning the solution faster. It
uses individual networks that can focus on a smaller problem domain which can potentially
use more simple networks. A potential downside with more difficult equations is that if the
solution gets off on a time interval, all the intervals after that will propagate that error. It
is important to learn the solution well on a time interval before moving on to the next one.
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This method may also be helpful when working on problems with larger domains.
This research has focused mainly on the problem of solution of differential equations.
The next step of our future work is to test these approaches on the discovery of differential
equations. The same neural network architectures can be used with the addition of a few
more learnable/trainable parameters.
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